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Welcome

TO THE 15TH ANNUAL CHESAPEAKE FILM FESTIVAL!

We have some excellent news to share! This year the LIVE festival has been increased to three
days, Friday, Sept. 30 through Sunday, Oct 2.
At the Avalon Theater in Easton, MD, on Friday night three important environmental films
will be presented and on Saturday night, two films honoring the achievements of women in
independent cinema.
On Sunday at the Ebenezer Theater, also in Easton, our focus on Women’s Achievements
in independent cinema continues with a screening of the documentary Directed by William
Wyler, produced by Wyler’s daughter Catherine Wyler. Ms. Wyler will present the film and
answer audience questions. In addition, Wyler’s classic 1953 film, Roman Holiday, starring
Gregory Peck and Audrey Hepburn will also be shown. Please refer to the included film
rundown for details.
Also, I am extremely pleased to thank this year’s sponsors, including:
Bluepoint Hospitality and the Paul Prager family, who are graciously
allowing the Chesapeake Film Festival use of the Ebenezer Theater
as part of their sponsorship package
Easton Utilities
Shore United Bank
Enel Green Power
Maryland State Arts Council
Shared Earth Foundation
Talbot Arts
Wilderness Films
Artistic Insights Fund
Richard and Beverly Tilghman
Maryland Film Office
Fairfield Inn & Suites Marriott
The Inn At Perry Cabin
Metrotechnical Services
The Nature Conservancy
Tickets for the live events are $25 for the Environmental block on Friday evening; $15 for each
of the films on Saturday and Sunday. Tickets can be purchased at the venues. Or, a $125 donation
will gain one person access to the VIP Reception on Friday night and all films on all three days.
Hold on, there is more. Our FREE Virtual Festival, including approximately 48 additional films
will be available online at chesapeakefilmfestival.com, from October 3 - October 9.
With your generous support we can keep our Virtual Festival FREE and fulfill our mission to
bring you exceptional independent films. Any amount is appreciated, please go to our website
and donate now, we need you.
Finally, I wish to thank the hard working board of directors of the Chesapeake Film Festival.
They are passionate folks who contribute their talent in many ways. Also, we could never do this
without Executive Director, Nancy Tabor and Festival Director, Cid Collins Walker. Thanks to
all!
Truly yours,
Martin Zell
President, Chesapeake Film Festival
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Live and Free Virtual
SCHEDULE
of EVENTS

VIP Reception Friday, September 30 from 4:30 – 6:00PM
EASTERN SHORE CONSERVATION CENTER, 114 South Washington Street, Easton

Live Festival Friday, September 30 from 6:20 – 8:45PM

THE AVALON THEATRE, 40 E. Dover Street, Easton

Saturday, October 1 from 4:00 - 8:15PM
THE AVALON THEATRE, 40 E. Dover Street, Easton

Sunday, October 2 from 12 Noon – 4:00PM
THE EBENEZER THEATRE, 17 S. Washington Street, Easton

Free Virtual Festival

Monday, October 3 through
Sunday, October 9

ONLINE For more information visit: www.chesapeakefilmfestival.com
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Live Festival OPENING NIGHT Environmental Films
FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 30

The Avalon Theatre (Avalon Foundation)
40 E. Dover Street, Easton, Maryland

Welcome and Introduction to Films

6:20PM

SEARCH FOR THE COOPER: A River Hidden in Plain View Environmental Short
6:30 – 7:00PM

Environmental Short – TRT: 30 minutes – USA
Sandy Cannon-Brown and Dave Harp. On a six-day expedition along the neglected Cooper
River in Camden, NJ, area youth kayak, hike, and hack their way through overgrowth in search
of the source of the river. This is a film of discovery, both of their environment and themselves.

UPSTREAM, DOWNRIVER

7:00 – 7:30PM

Environmental Short – TRT: 30 minutes – USA
Directed by Maggie Stogner. We drink it, bathe in it, swim in it. We use it to
grow food, transport goods, generate power, support industry, and provide
sanitation. Clean water is vital to keeping our ecosystems healthy and sustaining
our human civilization. Yet 50 years after passage of the Clean Water Act in
1972 nearly half of U.S. streams, rivers and lakes are so polluted that they are no
longer safe for fishing, swimming or aquatic life.

PANEL DISCUSSION

7:30 – 8:00PM

Don Baugh, Dave Harp and Maggie Stogner, moderated by Sandy Cannon-Brown.

INTO THE DARK

8:15 – 8:45PM

Environmental Short – TRT: 28 minutes – USA
Directed by Michael O. Snyder. Battling subzero temperatures and
forty-foot seas, a team of scientists embark on a perilous winter
expedition into the darkest regions of the Arctic. Their mission:
to understand how trace amounts of light may be radically altering
the mysterious world of the polar night. What they discover has
implications for the global climate and the future of the Arctic. After
this film Michael O. Snyder will make a brief digital address to the audience about his work-inprogress about sea level rise in the Chesapeake Bay.
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Live Festival

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 1

THE AVALON THEATRE

40 E. Dover Street, Easton, Maryland

Welcome, Introduction and Awards Ceremony 4:00PM
THE GLORIAS

4:40 – 6:25PM

BE NATURAL:
The Untold Story of Alice Guy Blaché

6:30 – 8:15PM

Narrative Feature – TRT: 1:47 minutes – USA
Directed by Julie Taymor. The story of feminist icon Gloria Steinem’s itinerant
childhood and its influence on her life as a writer, activist and organizer for
women’s rights worldwide.

Documentary Feature – TRT: 1:43 minutes – USA
Pamela B. Green’s Be Natural: The Untold Story of Alice Guy-Blaché, narrated by
Jodie Foster, rewrites film history, revealing for the first time the full scope of the
life and work of cinema’s first female director, screenwriter, producer, and studio
owner.

Live
Festival
SUNDAY, OCTOBER 2
Welcome & Introduction

THE EBENEZER THEATRE

17 S Washington Street, Easton, Maryland

ROMAN HOLIDAY

12Noon
12:20 – 2:20PM

Narrative Feature – TRT: 1:58 minutes – USA
Directed by William Wyler. Overwhelmed by her suffocating schedule, touring
European princess Ann (Audrey Hepburn) takes off for a night while in Rome.
When a sedative she took kicks in, she falls asleep on a park bench and is found
by an American reporter, Joe Bradley (Gregory Peck), who takes her back to
his apartment for safety. At work the next morning, Joe finds out Ann’s regal
identity and bets his editor he can get an exclusive interview with her, but
romance gets in the way.

DIRECTED BY WILLIAM WYLER 2:25 – 3:25PM

Documentary Feature – TRT: 60 minutes – USA
Directed by Aviva Slesin, produced by Catherine Wyler. Featuring one of
William Wyler’s final interviews, captured only days before he died, this
documentary celebrates Wyler’s life and career as one of Hollywood’s
most accomplished directors. The filmmaker paints a revealing portrait of
the inventive director and screenwriter through a series of interviews with his peers and
with actors who worked with him.

Q&A WITH CATHERINE WYLER

3:30 – 3:50PM

Moderated by Melissa Houghton, Executive Director of Women in Film & Video DC.
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Free Virtual Festival

MONDAY, OCTOBER 3 through SUNDAY OCTOBER 9

ONLINE

For more information visit: www.chesapeakefilmfestival.com

Environmental Shorts

CRACKED

Environmental Short – TRT: 5:00 minutes – Turkey
Directed by Mahmut Tas. A little girl lives in a village with her mother where water sources
are dwindling. Drought affects her imagination, even her doodles and drawings. People and
nature struggle with the unrelenting aridness, but the girl never loses hope. She tries to do as
best as she can, making personal sacrifices for her beloved nature.

GREEN NETTLE

Environmental Short – TRT: 2:50 minutes – South Africa
Directed by Freddie Reed and Nick Lear. Green Nettle produces sustainable material from
large stinging nettles grown on the beautiful slopes of Mount Kenya, while providing
livelihoods to local farmers.

IN SEARCH OF THE STARS

Environmental Short – TRT: 11:56 minutes – India
Directed by Sriram Murali. Follow Dark Sky Defender Sriram Murali on a journey into the
Western Ghats of India, in quest of the stars. From the Fireflies to the Great Hornbills, a
naturally dark place is also a naturally wild place. In Search of the Stars explores the profound
relationship between the night skies, wildlife and humans.

PANGOLIN

Environmental Short – TRT: 13:17 minutes – USA
Directed by Katie Schuler and Nick Rogacki. An intimate glimpse into the journey of a
single pangolin; from the moment it is taken from the wild to its final destination in China.
Filmed on location across three countries with the help of reformed poachers and wildlife
enforcement officers, the film acts as a surrogate for an estimated hundred thousand
pangolins that are poached and smuggled annually throughout Southeast Asia and Africa.
Pangolin offers audiences the opportunity experience the life, death and afterlife of the most
illegally trafficked mammal on the planet.

TIDES OF CHANGE

Environmental Short – TRT: 44:23 minutes – USA
Directed by Sharon K. Baker. Residents of Virginia’s Eastern Shore adapt to rising waters
driven by climate change with nature-based solutions.

TROUBLED TRIBUTARY: MARYLAND

Environmental Short – TRT: 26:46 minutes – USA
Directed by Jess Wiegandt and Lia Nydes. In the 1970’s the Patuxent River’s poor water
quality spawned a Chesapeake Bay-wide conservation movement, but after decades of
costly cleanup efforts the river still earns a near failing D-grade. Riverkeeper Fred Tutman
is an advocate for this crucial waterway on a mission to improve water quality, reform
organizations that dominate Chesapeake Bay restoration efforts, and empower local
communities to devise grassroots solutions and fight injustice.
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Free
Virtual
Festival
(continued)
MONDAY, OCTOBER 3 through SUNDAY OCTOBER 9
WHERE THE MIGHTY RIVERS BEGIN

Environmental Short – TRT: 42:00 minutes – China
Directed by Qin Qing. The snow leopards of Sanjiangyuan are a barometer for the
environment of people living on the lower reaches. A decline in the number of snow leopards
means a drastic increase in the number of herbivores on the platear, affecting soil and water
quality. In this documentary, we travel to Xining Wildlife Park in northwest China’s Qinghai
Province to see the country’s first breeding center for snow leopards. Veterinarians and
wildlife keepers work tirelessly to ensure that this endangered big cat will always roam the
plateau.

Environmental Features

MEDITERRANEAN LIFE UNDER SIEGE

Environmental Feature – TRT: 1:31:40 minutes – France
Directed by Fred Fougea. The series Mediterranean: Life Under Siege reveals the wonders of
an astonishingly rich yet very fragile living world. At sea, on land and in air, it is a fascinating
journey through the world of the animals and plants that have adapted to continue living in the
Mediterranean, despite the growing impact of human activity.

RETURN SASYK TO THE SEA

Environmental Feature – TRT: 59:28 minutes – USA
Directed by Andrea Odezynska. Bizarre Soviet irrigation experiments in Southern Ukraine,
created a slow eco-disaster which continues today. Sasyk Estuary, by the Black Sea, is ground
zero for a battle between eco activists vs. poachers, bureaucrats and corrupt officials.

TRASHY: A Zero Waste Film

Environmental Feature – TRT: 1:13 minutes – USA
Directed by Heather Gustafson. One of the easiest ways to help the planet, is by giving up
every single piece of disposable plastic in your life. And it’s the only way to battle the growing
plastic pollution problem churning away in our oceans. Follow the film’s director over the
course of a year as she gives up trash for 365 days.

WILD PRAIRIE MAN

Environmental Feature – TRT: 54:30 minutes – Canada
Directed by George Tsougrianis. Wild Prairie Man is an intimate look at the life of a man
enthralled with the exotic and endangered lands of Grasslands National Park, located in the
Northern Great Plains of Canada. For James Page, critters are more interesting than people and
he shares some of his iconic experiences from this endangered ecosystem.

Documentary Shorts

GENERATION IMPACT: The Scientist

Documentary Short – TRT: 7:25 minutes – USA
Directed by Stephanie Wang-Breal. Generation Impact is a new video series about cutting-edge
young innovators using technology to create a more equitable world. The Scientist, is about
Emily Tianshi striving to raise awareness and create solutions for the global water crisis.
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Free
Virtual
Festival
(continued)
MONDAY, OCTOBER 3 through SUNDAY OCTOBER 9
INTO LIGHT

Documentary Short – TRT: 19 minutes – Canada
Directed by Sheona McDonald. When a child reveals who they truly are on the inside, how
does a parent set aside their own expectations to help them become their most authentic self?
Sheona McDonald’s documentary captures a season of change as a mother and child navigate
the complexities of gender identity together.

MARTHA

Documentary Short – TRT: 21 minutes – Canada
Directed by Daniel Schubert. Even at a frail 90, Martha Katz has an impish energy that remains
undiminished. She chides grandson-filmmaker Daniel Schubert over his choice of shirt during
a visit to her Los Angeles home, but there’s trauma beneath the humor. At 14, Martha and her
family were torn from their village in Czechoslovakia and shipped to Auschwitz. A visit to a
Holocaust museum ignites painful memories, including a haunting personal encounter with
one of Nazi Germany’s most notorious figures.

MARY TWO AXE-EARLEY: I Am Indian Again

Documentary Short – TRT: 34 minutes – Canada
Directed by Courtney Montour. Mary Two-Axe Earley: I Am Indian Again shares the powerful
story of Mary Two-Axe Earley, who fought for more than two decades to challenge the
discrimination against Indigenous women embedded in Canada’s Indian Act and became a key
figure in Canada’s women’s rights movement.

NALUJUK NIGHT

Documentary Short – TRT: 13:07 minutes – Canada
Directed by Jennie Williams. Nalujuk Night is an up close look at an exhilarating, and
sometimes terrifying, Labrador Inuit tradition. From the dark of the Nunatsiavut night, the
Nalujuit appear on the sea ice. They walk on two legs, yet their faces are animalistic, skeletal,
and otherworldly. Nalujuk Night is a beloved annual event, showing that sometimes it can be
fun to be scared. Rarely witnessed outside of Nunatsiavut, this is an exciting chance for Inuit,
young and old, to prove their courage and come together to celebrate culture and tradition.
Inuk filmmaker Jennie Williams brings audiences directly into the action in this bone-chilling
black and white short documentary about a winter night like no other.

ROOTED WISDOM: Nature’s Role in the Underground Railroad
Documentary Short – TRT: 25:27 minutes – USA
Directed by Lauren Giordano and George Burroughs. Travel through Adkins Arboretum with
historian Anthony Cohen to understand how self-liberators used their knowledge of nature to
forge a path to freedom. Their methods for navigating, concealing themselves, finding food,
and evading capture reflect a deep connection to, and understanding of the landscape.

THE LONG SHORE

Documentary Short – TRT: 13:35 minutes – USA
Directed by Tyler Ford. A portrait of the Chesapeake, from its beginnings during the nations
settlement era to its evolution into a center of maritime life. Exploring the challenges faced by
generations of maritimers and how the Maritime Museum is both preserving and celebrating
this piece of American culture and way of life.
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Free
Virtual
Festival
(continued)
MONDAY, OCTOBER 3 through SUNDAY OCTOBER 9
THE NET MAKERS

Documentary Short – TRT: 16:39 minutes – USA
Directed by Hannah Myers Lindgren. In rural Indiana, two men carry on the tradition of
crafting hoopnets and commercially fishing in the White and Wabash Rivers despite the threat
of invasive species, climate change. While they take their own approaches to crafting their nets,
both recognize the precarious state of this tradition and hope that future generations learn this
art before it becomes lost to time.

THE WITNESS TREE

Documentary Short – TRT: 3:00 minutes – USA
Directed and produced by Cesar Gonzalez. A group of
children walk through the forest near Preston, Maryland to
visit The Witness Tree on the former Thompson Plantation
where Harriet Tubman was enslaved. After her escape, she
returned to rescue her brothers, Ben, Robert and Henry
Ross and others on December 24, 1854. The children are part of the Cambridge FLAG
Camp, a summer program that includes classes in music, gymnastics and film that encourages
campers to be fearless.

Documentary Features

BASTARDS’ ROAD

Documentary Feature – TRT: 1:35:00 – USA
Directed by Brian Morrison. With remarkable honesty, insight and humor, Marine veteran Jon
Hancock’s 6,000 mile journey is uniquely positive. It’s about changing the ways one relates to
traumatic memories. It’s about beginning the healing process.

THE AUTOMAT

Documentary Feature – TRT: 1:19:00 minutes – USA
Directed by Lisa Hurwitz. Featuring an original new song written and performed by Mel
Brooks, The Automat which premiered at the 2021 Telluride Film Festival, tells the 100-year
story of the iconic restaurant chain Horn & Hardart, the inspiration for Starbucks, where
generations of Americans ate and drank coffee at communal tables. From the perspective of
former customers entertainer Mel Brooks, Starbucks founder Howard Schultz, Supreme Court
Justice Ruth Bader Ginsburg, Secretary of State Colin Powell, the Horns, the Hardarts, and key
employees – we watch a business climb to its peak success and then grapple with fast food in a
forever changed America.

THE OTHER BOYS OF SUMMER

Documentary Feature – TRT: 41:42 minutes – USA
Directed by Lauren Meyer. The Other Boys of Summer explores civil rights in America through
the lives of the Negro League baseball players. It is narrated by the legendary Cicely Tyson
and features exclusive, never-before-seen interviews with the men and women who played
alongside of Jackie Robinson and changed baseball and America forever. This is a triumphant
story about unsung American heroes pursing their dreams and succeeding against all odds. It
is the ultimate underdog story with a heart of gold. Gracious and resilient, these pioneers rose
above discrimination and led by example inspiring people of all ages and races.
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Free
Virtual
Festival
(continued)
MONDAY, OCTOBER 3 through SUNDAY OCTOBER 9
RESISTERHOOD

Documentary Feature – TRT 56 minutes – USA
Directed by Cheryl Jacobs Crim. This is a film about the power of women, hope and resistance
in modern American politics. When historians tell the story of the aftermath of the 2016
presidential elections, Resisterhood will be Exhibit A. Beginning at the 2017 Women’s March
in Washington, DC, the film follows six diverse Americans as they fight for social justice on
the streets and in the halls of power. Over the course of two years, we watch as they work to
protect our rights and inspire others to join this peaceful and historic movement. Through
their eyes, we experience the reality of Trump’s America. And through their actions, we witness
the strength and courage of ordinary Americans during this extraordinary time Resisterhood
was produced, directed and filmed by women.

THE PRISON WITHIN

Documentary Feature – TRT: 1:26:00 – USA
Directed by Katherin Hervey. The Prison Within breaks the traditional format of prison films to
show viable and hopeful alternatives to the current justice system. Granting viewers access to
the interior lives of prisoners and survivors of violent crime, The Prison Within is a moving and
inspiring exploration of the healing and transformation possible when people are accountable,
forgiven, and empowered to give back to society with dignity and compassion.

WHEN WE WERE SAINTS

Documentary Feature – TRT: 1:15:32 – USA
Directed by Theodore Adams III. After 40 years, the only African American in an elite all-boys
Northern Virginia prep school class opens up to his classmates and teachers about racial
challenges he faced, only to discover his friends and teachers were dealing with issues of their
own. One of his classmates is now Dean of the Washington National Cathedral. Teachers and
Alumni of the St. Stephen’s Episcopal School for Boys Class of 1982 rediscover friendships
through conversations they wish they had in high school.

Narrative Shorts

AFTERMATH

Narrative Short – TRT: 10 minutes – USA
Directed by Kim Waltrip, Kate Spates. A woman visits a therapist a year after her partner has
left her.

BOOMIE

Narrative Short – TRT: 17:49 minutes – USA
Directed by Anthony T. Rose. A promising female boxer undergoes a tragic setback during
a boxing match leading up to a major prize fight. This devastating event sends her on an
impossible journey back into the ring to face a deficit that no other fighter - man or woman has ever overcome.

DRIBBLE
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Narrative Short – TRT: 14:55 minutes – Iran
Directed by Ali Lavarimonfared and Nazafarin Hassanpour. Passion in soccer causes affection
between brothers.

Free
Virtual
Festival
(continued)
MONDAY, OCTOBER 3 through SUNDAY OCTOBER 9
NOISY

Narrative Short – TRT: 10:04 minutes – USA
Directed by Cedric Hill. Sam gets on the subway to home. He catches the eye of April. The two
of them discover they have way more in common than where they’re heading. Sometimes you
need a noisy place to have a quiet conversation.

PATRICIA SAYS GOODBYE

Narrative Short – TRT: 19:52 minutes – USA
Patricia Pearson, retired doyenne of the New York stage, finds her routine morning dog walk
turn into something far more profound. A series of chance encounters forces her to confront a
painful personal loss, and with it the beauty and transience of life itself.

QUARANTINE: A Love Story

Narrative Short – TRT: 18:43 minutes – USA
Directed by David Schumann. After meeting on a dating app, Jake and Sherry get to know each
other over FaceTime during the tense and uncertain first month of the COVID pandemic.

TELL ME ABOUT ORANGE

Narrative Short – TRT: 43 minutes – USA
Directed by Robin Noonan-Price. When his best girlfriend expresses her romantic feelings, a
blind teenage boy struggles to express his. He realizes that sometimes love really is blind.

Narrative Features

LAST NIGHT

Narrative Feature – TRT: 93 minutes – USA
Written and directed by Harold Jackson, III. A woman’s (Sky) last night in Washington, DC
before she moves to North Carolina with her partner, is sidetracked by a chance meeting
with an attractive stranger. A simple invite to pass the time lands her in a love triangle by the
morning.

NOWHERE

Narrative Feature – TRT: 1:27:00 – Colombia
Directed by David Salazar, Francisco Salazar. Facing immigration issues, a couple must
confront fears of rejection or risk losing each other.
Viewer Discretion Advised, Contains Adult Content.

Animations

Lead Curator, Nancy Tabor
AFFAIRS OF THE ART

Animation – TRT: 16 minutes – Canada
Directed by Joanna Quinn and Les Mills. How many obsessions can one family have? In
Joanna Quinn and Les Mills’ Affairs of the Art, we reconnect with Beryl, the working-class
heroine who not only reveals her own obsession with drawing but exposes the addictions of
her eccentric family, which include pickling, screw threads and pet taxidermy.
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Free
Virtual
Festival
(continued)
MONDAY, OCTOBER 3 through SUNDAY OCTOBER 9
BAD SEEDS

Animation – TRT: 6:22 minutes – Canada
Directed by Claude Cloutier. Growth goes hand-in-hand with rivalry, and evolution with
competition, in this shocking animated duel that’s peppered with allusions to western film, the
Cold War, board games, and much more.

CITYTREES: Partners in Breathing

Animation – TRT: 4:24 minutes – USA
Directed by Kristin Reiber Harris. CityTREES is a love letter to the wonderful trees in Bay
Ridge, Brooklyn, NY, USA. It’s not just about the director and her city; it’s about you and your
town too.

CRYING PINK/Larmes Roses qui Pleurent

Animation – TRT: 2:44 minutes – Canada
Directed by Renata Janiszewska. Crying Pink/Larmes Roses qui Pleurent is about the loneliness
of being cloned and the sadness of having to leave your soul and your memories behind.

ESTUARY

Animation – TRT: 3:20 minutes – USA
Directed by Warren Bass. Estuary is a sparse, meditational animation with the values and
attributes of a visual haiku. Its images are loosely based on the Chesapeake Bay at the mouth of
the James River. As an experimental work expressed through forms in motion, Estuary treats
hand-drawn animation as an analog to dance and poetry. Concept, animation, and graphics by
Warren Bass.

FLOWING HOME (Nhu mot dong song)

Animation – TRT: 15 minutes – Canada
Directed by Sandra Desmazières. Two sisters grow up in Vietnam and are separated by the
war between North and South. After the fall of Saigon in 1975, Thao, in her teens, must leave
the country with her uncle. Her sister Sao Maï, only a little older, remains with their parents,
hoping they will soon be reunited. But their separation will last nearly 20 years, and the letters
they exchange are their only way to connect and relieve their loneliness. Thao and Sao Maï
write about their everyday lives, their memories, the war, and its ghosts.

OLD DOG

Animation – TRT: 3 minutes – Canada
Directed by Anne Marie Fleming. After losing his best friend, an elderly pug named Henry
must depend on his owner for help and companionship. Writer/director Ann Marie Fleming
(Window Horses) makes visible the tender work of caretaking in her new animated short, Old
Dog. All dogs (and people) should be so lucky and so loved.

THE STORM
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Animation – TRT: 4:00 minutes – Canada
Directed by Monica Kidd. A doctor as well as a filmmaker, Monica Kidd finds signs of hope
in an uncertain pandemic universe. With The Storm, she collaborates with animator Duncan
Major, employing sparsely elegant imagery to reflect on what it means to bring a baby into a
world gripped by a global health crisis.

Free
Virtual
Festival
(continued)
MONDAY, OCTOBER 3 through SUNDAY OCTOBER 9
SHAKESPEARE FOR ALL AGES

Animation – TRT: 2:42 minutes – Germany
Directed by Hannes Rall. Shakespeare’s works are timeless. The filmmaker succeeds in
depicting the poet’s most famous plays in an immediately recognizable way with individual
images that flow dynamically into one another. A smart, entertaining and coherent
Shakespeare homage.

YELLOWSTONE 88 – Song of Fire

Animation – TRT: 5:44 minutes – USA
Directed by Jerry van de Beek and Betsy De Fries. In the summer of 1988 dry lightning
sparked a fire in the parched and drought ridden landscape of Yellowstone Park, igniting a
blaze that would scorch over 1.5 million perimeter acres of the park. Song of Fire, a narrative
poem, guides the animation of YELLOWSTONE 88 telling the story of this conflagration that
raged unabated for months until a snow of such intense severity extinguished the flames. That
winter surviving fauna, exhausted from fire and weakened by hunger, die in greater numbers
than those claimed by the fire. The cosmos turns from one season to another and another and
life in the park begins anew.

Student Shorts

FLOWERS UNDER THE PAVEMENT

Student Short – TRT: 8:57 minutes – USA
Directed by Grace Pomilla. Rose is left to deal with pieces of farm life after her daughter runs
away. As her mental health deteriorates, her crops begin to die.

SHARK BEAT

Student Short Animation – TRT: 2:09 minutes
Directed by Chelsea Alexandra Schrett. This is a short animated film with a story about a shark
who is trying to make fish friends, but every time he takes a step, a JAWS-like theme song
scares the fish away. Ultimately, the shark is greeted to the top of the band stand, and along
with all the other band of fish, they play in perfect, happy harmony.

STOP PEBBLE MINE

Student Short – TRT: 4:57 minutes – USA
Directed by Mason Mirabile. A short documentary about the Pebble Mine project in Bristol
Bay Alaska with interviews from the World Wildlife Fund, United Tribes of Bristol Bay and
Trout Unlimited.

THE POWER OF PLAY

Student Short – TRT: 2:18 minutes – USA
Directed by Samantha Pickett. When Coco’s favorite ball gets lost, she musters up super-puppy
strength to retrieve it.

SEE SUN

Student Short – TRT: 16:13 minutes – USA
Directed by Yuchae Lee. See Sun unveils the filmmaker’s intimate memory and vulnerability
closely related to her family and shares her on-going process of finding ways to heal herself.
The story is constructed with five sections: Introduction, Chapter 1, Chapter 2, Chapter 3 and
the Last Chapter.
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SEARCH FOR A KIDNEY DONOR
Hello Folks,
Meet Nancy Tabor, the incredibly hard-working Executive
Director of the Chesapeake Film Festival. Her passion
is theater, art and film. We need Nancy’s amazing
talent and dedication for our Festival to continue to
survive and thrive. And now she needs us to help her
find a living kidney donor. Nancy is in Stage 4 Renal
Failure. She currently has 20% use of her kidneys and her
doctor says she needs a transplant before she drops to 10%.
Most of us need only one functioning kidney to live an active healthy life. A kidney
donation will save Nancy’s life. She is registered for a transplant at Johns Hopkins
Hospital where they can answer your questions and send information on starting
the process for donating. It’s laparoscopic surgery and there are no costs to you. The
Johns Hopkins number is 410-614-9345. If you are interested in providing a kidney to
Nancy, you will need her birth date: December 11,1961. You can also reach her directly
at nancy.tabor@goeaston.net or 443-955-9144.
Thank you for considering and please SHARE,
Martin Zell
President, Chesapeake Film Festival

Chef Giancarlo Tondin

8 N Washington Street • Easton, Maryland • 410-822-2202
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8945 SUNFLOWER DRIVE, EASTON

410.822.0050

Proudly
Supporting Our
Community

ShoreUnitedBank.com
877.758.1600 | Member FDIC
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Looking Back

AT THE CHESAPEAKE FILM FESTIVAL!

2017
2018
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Looking Back

AT THE CHESAPEAKE FILM FESTIVAL!

2019 2020:
A VIRTUAL

YEAR FOR
EVERYONE

2021
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Creating a World Where
People and Nature Thrive
From the Chesapeake Bay and Beyond
Nature.org/ChesapeakeBay
Photo: Nassawango Creek Preserve © Kent Mason
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Open Power to preserve our water and way of life.
Enel Green Power is a leading developer, long-term owner and
operator of renewable energy plants, taking a community-first
approach in all aspects of our operations. We integrate
sustainable design, safety and performance to create positive
environmental and social impact.
Enel Green Power is proud to support environmental film
programming for the 14th annual Chesapeake Film Festival.

Stay Connected
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www.enelgreenpower.com
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Love the film you’re watching?

There’s (probably) a book about that!
Right around the corner at Flying Cloud Booksellers.
flyingcloudbooks.com | 26 W. Dover St, Easton

